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Abstract. New requirements of service-oriented fault management are analyzed 
and a framework MDFM (Multi-Domain Fault Manager) is proposed in this pa-
per to solve the service fault localization problem in multi-domain context. Dif-
ferent from current solutions, our approach decomposes SLS (Service Level 
Specification) based on network capability, and monitor service performance in 
each domain along the end-to-end path. As a result, MDFM can localize the ap-
proximate domain rapidly on which the root cause resides, therefore causative 
region is narrowed down and computation cost for fault analysis is reduced. 
Faults on both server and client sides are considered in MDFM. A prototype has 
been implemented to prove the feasibility and efficiency of our service fault 
management framework. 

1   Introduction and Motivation 

As Internet migrates gradually to a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), Service 
Providers (SP) find out that Internet service has the potential to bring great profits. 
Thus various Internet services appear, such as Video on Demand, IP TV, VoIP and 
other multimedia services. In order to maintain regular customers and attract new 
users, it’s necessary for SPs to provide QoS (Quality of Service) for their services.  

Fault management is crucial for service QoS guarantee. Service unavailability or 
performance degradation may cause SLA violation. Therefore, SP desires for a ser-
vice fault management mechanism, which can perform fault localization and adopt 
countermeasures as quickly as possible to reduce the service down time and perform-
ance degradation period. 

In general, an Internet service scenario comprises three parts: server/server farm, 
client and the network. Consequently, service unavailability or performance degrada-
tion may be caused by the faults in the server side, client side or network. Service-
oriented fault management should take all these aspects into account, and justify who 
will be responsible for the service failure. 

Current Internet services are un-managed or managed by SPs in a non-standard and 
proprietary way [6]. The private service management can merely deal with the intra-
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net failures due to the lack of network related information. With regard to the network 
part, present network is divided into several domains (or Autonomous Systems, AS) 
and belongs to different Network Providers (NPs). End users reside in different geo-
graphical regions and most modern services may delegate parts of capabilities to other 
services distributed in the network. Therefore, service traffic may span several do-
mains. 

Multi-domain environment incurs a number of problems for fault management: 
Different NPs have proprietary network fault management systems without open 
interfaces for others to retrieve precise information. Thus a certain network element 
failure is only visible for the NP who governs the corresponding domain, though the 
failure may propagate to other domains and incur a number of alarms there. Intui-
tively, fault analysis should be performed in all domains to locate the root cause. 
However, such method is time-consuming. Before a fault analysis process is initiated, 
it is necessary to narrow down the causative region so as to shorten the time and im-
prove the accuracy of fault diagnosis. 

Therefore, it is necessary to build a universal fault management framework capable 
of end-to-end fault diagnosis for commercial operation of Internet services in multi-
domain context. 

Kong et al [6] suggested that the approaches taken in telecommunication industry 
offer a sound framework for defining Internet service management. However, there 
are still significant differences between service fault management and traditional 
network fault management: 

− Stable Scenario vs. Dynamic Scenario: Network fault management considers 
network elements, thus it has a relatively stable view of the network. However, 
services face the dynamic management scenarios. Due to the distribution of ser-
vice subscribers and the frequently changing routing information, different ser-
vices traverse dissimilar network nodes and links, thus have diverse network to-
pologies and management scenarios, which is also mentioned in [1]. 

− Whole View vs. Partial View: Network fault management has a whole view of 
all the failures in the network. While in service fault management, failures out-
side the end-to-end path of the service ought not to be observed by the service 
manager, even if they affect the service performance. 

− Different Alarm Types: Network element malfunction is the major alarm type in 
traditional network fault management. But in SOA, performance degradation is 
also a symptom which needs to initiate a fault diagnosis process. 

− Different Layers involved: In traditional network fault management, fault diag-
nosis is focused on lower layers (physical and data link layers). But the fault di-
agnosis in SOA reaches through to application layer. 

In order to fulfill the new requirements of service-oriented fault management, 
MDFM (Multi-Domain Fault Manager) is proposed in this paper, providing a sound 
framework for multi-domain service fault management. By SLS (Service Level Speci-
fication) decomposition and monitoring, causative region is narrowed down rapidly to 
a certain domain. In addition, MDFM takes both the end systems and the network into 
account. A prototype is implemented and proves that MDFM can locate the root cause 
quickly to prevent service performance from degradation. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview of 
current research work related to service fault management. We elaborate on MDFM 
in section 3. The prototype of MDFM along with the experiment results is presented 
in section 4. The whole paper is concluded in section 5 with the future work. 

2   Related Work 

Most solutions from Industry focus on the service fault management inside SP’s intra-
net region. It may attribute to the absence of network related information. HP 
(Hewlett Packard) laboratory brought forward a series of solutions for Internet service 
fault management: Darst and Ramanathan [7] proposed a methodology and measure-
ment instrumentation for managing the end-to-end ISP service performance. Caswell 
and Ramanathan [8] proposed to use service model for Internet Service health man-
agement. Bayesian network is employed by Alexandre et al [9] to assess the overall 
health of the service and to detect anomalies. Besides HP, IBM releases his business 
service management product, Tivoli [10], which can perform event correlation across 
multiple environments to identify the root cause of the problem. These solutions con-
centrate on the service management of SP’s intranet, servers, applications and infra-
structure components. They are insufficient because they fall short of addressing the 
network impact on services. In practical situation, faults of network elements along 
the end to end path have a great impact on services’ performance. 

In academia, the focus is on service fault localization algorithms and methodology. 
Andreas and his partners propose service oriented event correlation in [5] and demon-
strate its importance in service fault management. However, reference [5] also merely 
focuses on intra-provider resource, and service fault management is performed within 
SP’s intranet region. 

Steinder and Sethi [2] point out that end-to-end service fault localization is a ne-
cessity for service management. In [3], a belief network is used as a probabilistic fault 
propagation model (FPM), and Bayesian reasoning technique is applied to perform 
fault localization. Steinder and Sethi extend their previous work in [4] and propose a 
distributed fault-localization technique to solve the end-to-end service fault localiza-
tion in multi-domain environment. By contrast with aforementioned solutions, net-
work faults are the major concern of [4] and no failures on the server side or the client 
side are considered. Furthermore, as pointed out by Steinder, accurate propagation 
patterns and relationships among network events are difficult to be obtained and 
maintained. Thus in [4], fault localization must be performed in all domains to find 
out the most likely hypothesis, which is time-consuming and inefficient in practical 
management system. 

3   Multi-domain Fault Manager – MDFM 

In the following we present our Multi-Domain Fault Manager (MDFM), which can 
fulfill the requirements of service fault management and solve the fault localization 
problem in multi-domain context. The framework of MDFM (Multi-Domain Fault 
Manager) is illustrated in Fig. 1, comprising Agents on both the server and the client 
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side, and Fault Analyzer corresponding to each domain (composed of Alarm Collec-
tor, SLS Monitor and Fault Diagnostic Toolkit). SLS Decomposer and Monitoring 
Task Generator depicted in Fig. 2 are outside the Fault Analyzer, yet provide funda-
mental support for service fault diagnosis, thus they are also regarded as important 
parts of MDFM. 

 

Fig. 1. MDFM Framework 

 

Fig. 2. SLS Decomposer 

MDFM is a portion of our QoS provisioning architecture, QoSJava [13], which can 
provide an end-to-end QoS for users in IP network with heterogeneous QoS mecha-
nisms and network devices. MDFM is responsible for finding out the root cause of 
service unavailability or performance degradation, and remedying the situation as 
quickly as possible to guarantee the QoS commitment. User’s QoS requirement is 
specified in an SLS (Service Level Specification), which is the technical part of SLA 
(Service Level Agreement). If the subscribed SLS is admitted, monitoring tasks are 
generated and network devices are configured. When a service failure is reported to 
Alarm Collector, Agents and Fault Analyzers of all domains along the end-to-end 
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path cooperate to find out the root cause. The capability of each component and the 
whole process of fault localization are described below. 

3.1   Agents on Server Side and Client Side 

Internet service is hosted in a server or server farm. Faults may occur in server side, 
including hardware malfunction, unavailable sub services, excess resource utilization 
resulted from huge amount of request attempts and so on. All these factors may cause 
service unavailability or performance degradation on the server side. In these cases, 
SP bears responsibility for SLA violation. 

Users use their computers to obtain services. Service provisioning on the client 
side needs proper functioning of all layers in the protocol stack. Thus Service per-
formance perceived by an end user is also affected by the performance of his com-
puter. When the user executes too many programs, which devour CPU and memory 
resource, the speed of the computer is lowered down, and the service performance 
may degrade subsequently. Sometimes the client side has a narrowband connection, 
but the user subscribes a broadband service. Yet the user may still complain to SP 
about the service, though actually he is accountable for it. 

Therefore, status of both sides needs to be monitored. Agents resided on both sides 
collect this information, including CPU usage, memory consumption, and number of 
open files or run state of a process or a thread. Status of the service can be gained by 
mapping processes and threads to applications [11]. Agent is an entity which reports 
service status about the server farm or client host. Our framework places no restric-
tion on agent’s implementation. In fact, SP can build up his own service management 
system for internal service fault management, and only needs to provide interfaces for 
our Fault Analyzer to collect the information of service status. Therefore, current 
solutions of HP, IBM and other enterprises can be integrated into MDFM. In our 
prototype, agent seems like a task manager of Windows with extended capabilities. 

3.2   SLS Decomposer 

When subscribing a service, user needs to sign a SLA with the SP. SLS is the techni-
cal part of SLA. User’s QoS requirements of Internet service is depicted in SLS in 
terms of technical parameters quantifying network capabilities. Modern Internet ser-
vice may delegate some capabilities to other services. In this case, service provision-
ing involves multiple SPs, which makes the situation complicated. In fact, the service 
which delegate capabilities can also be regarded as a service subscriber. Thus the 
scenario is divided into several sub-scenarios consisting of a single SP and a single 
customer. SLS is signed between each SP-customer pair. We focus on the sub-
scenario and call the end-to-end SLS as a global SLS, its formal definition is given by 
the following tuple: 

( , , , , , , , , )QoSReq SrcIP DesIP BW Class Delay LossRate Jitter StartTime EndTime
GlobalSLS QoSReq  

The parameters contained in the tuple can be extended as needed. At present, the 
following items are defined: Source IP Address ( SrcIP ), Destination IP Address 
( DesIP ), Bandwidth required ( BW ), Traffic class of the service ( Class ), End-to-end 
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delay ( Delay ), End-to-end packet loss rate ( LossRate ), End-to-end jitter ( Jitter ), the 
time when the contract begins to take effect ( StartTime ), and the time when the con-
tract begins to expire ( EndTime ). 

Global SLS may traverse several network domains with different capabilities. Thus 
we propose a PDB (Per-Domain Behavior) based SLS decomposition technique in 
[14]. PDB [12] is a term from Diffserv and is used here as a representation of network 
capability, such as delay, packet loss rate and jitter between edge-router pairs in a 
certain domain. PDB information can be obtained from monitoring statistics. Based 
on the PDB information, GlobalSLS is decomposed into several SLSs corresponding 
to each domain along the end-to-end path, which are called single domain SLS. For 
example, the end-to-end path crosses m domains, then GlobalSLS is decomposed 
into m single domain SLSs,  ( 1,2,... )iSLS QoSReq i m∈ = , in which iSLS  corresponds to 

domain i . 
If domain i  has sufficient resource, iSLS  will be admitted by domain i . 

GlobalSLS is admitted iff all iSLS  in the end-to-end path is admitted. Thus far, user’s 

QoS requirement is divided among network domains according to their network capa-
bilities and each domain is responsible for fulfilling its commitment. 

3.3   Monitoring Task Generator 

If a global SLS is admitted, Monitoring Task Generators (MTG) will generate corre-
sponding monitoring tasks for all single domain SLSs in the end-to-end path. Because 
different network domains may adopt heterogeneous QoS mechanisms and equipped 
with diverse network devices, which lead to different monitoring methods, MTG 
generates monitoring task for a domain according to its QoS mechanism. TaskGen is a 
function mapping a single domain SLS iSLS  to a monitoring task iT  to be performed 

in domain i . A monitoring task generation process for DiffServ domain is described 
as follows, and the parameters’ semantics are listed in Table 1: 

Table 1. Semantic of parameters 

Item Description 
Address The tuple represents the monitoring location 
SrcIP IP of Ingress router to be monitored 
SrcPort Port of Ingress router to be monitored 
DesIP IP of Egress router to be monitored 
DesPort Port of Egress router to be monitored 
Class Class of the service 
Gold Gold service, similar as EF traffic class in DiffServ 
Silver Silver service, similar as AF traffic class in DiffServ 
Bronze Bronze service, similar as BE traffic class in DiffServ 
MonTime The tuple represents monitoring task’s schedule 
StartTime Start time of the monitoring task 
EndTime End time of the monitoring task 
Interval Interval of collecting monitoring data 
Param The tuple represents monitoring task detail 
Throughput Throughput between Ingress router and Egress router 
Delay Packet delay between Ingress router and Egress router 
Jitter Packet jitter between Ingress router and Egress router 
LossRate Packet loss rate between Ingress router and Egress router 
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: i iTaskGen SLS T

( , , , )iT Address Class MonTime Param ( , , , )Address SrcIP SrcPort DesIP DesPort

| |Class Gold Silver Bronze ( , , )MonTime StartTime EndTime Interval
( , , , )Param Throughput Delay Jitter LossRate  

As presented in Fig. 2, SLS monitoring tasks will be deployed in SLS Monitors of 
all domains along the end-to-end path. SLS Monitor in a certain domain is responsible 
for measuring the performance of the SLS portion resided on that domain. 

3.4   SLS Monitor 

SLS Monitor in each domain monitors the single domain SLS admitted by that do-
main. Fig. 3 depicted the detail structure of SLS Monitor. Network Element Monitor 
employs the measurement approaches built on routers to surveil the network elements 
in the domain, such as Netflow and SAA provided by Cisco routers. Network Element 
Monitor stores the data in Monitoring Database. SLS Analyzer, comprising SLS Data 
Collector, SLS Data Aggregator and SLS Performance Checker, relies on these statis-
tics to assess the service performance and to determine if the SLS is violated. Since 
the edge router pair is specified in the single domain SLS, SLS Monitor depends on 
Routing Analyzer to find out the intra-domain edge-to-edge path for the managed 
service. In practical network, the route between domains is relatively stable, thus we 
assume that in SLS’s period of validity, the single domain SLS traverse the same edge 
router pairs. For example, single domain SLS iSLS  situated in domain i  has ingress 

edge router isrcER  and egress edge router idesER  for domain i . Routing Analyzer 

finds out the path for iSLS  in domain i , say 1 2( , , ,..., , )i i i i in ipath srcER R R R desER= . The 
SLS monitoring workflow and the analysis approach are anatomized in our previous 
work [15]. 

By SLS Monitor, the approximate causative domain can be localized rapidly. 
When an alarm is reported to the Alarm Collector indicating a failure happened to the 
managed service, the monitoring statistics of its related single domain SLSs provides 
the information about the probable root cause location. If the delay or loss rate be-
tween two edge routers in domain i  is abnormally high, and other SLS monitors re-
ports normal status, then the root cause occur in domain i  with a high probability. In 
our implementation, the Policy Server provides policies for the delay bound and the 
loss rate bound in several network load conditions. For instance, in the medium load 
condition, the delay bound and the loss rate bound are mdelay and mloss , the monitored 

delay and loss rate in domain i  is id and il . If a SLS traverse domain 1...i m=  and 

reports anomalies, the delay and loss rate in domain [1, ]i m∈ , 1i md delay ε− >  or 

2i ml loss ε− > , and the delay and loss rate of other domains are within the constraint, 

then the probability of root cause in domain i  is very high. 
Network Element Monitor may also report anomalies for SLS Monitor such as link 

failure, node failure or link utilization threshold is reached. In this case, SLS Monitor 
analyzes which services are affected by the failure and tries to take countermeasures 
to prevent the services’ performance from deteriorating. For instance, demand Net-
work Management System to initiate a traffic engineering process to change the rout-
ing of the service traffic. 
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Fig. 3. SLS Monitor 

3.5   Alarm Collector 

Alarm Collector (AC) is analogous to a complaint department. Service failure alarms 
are reported to AC indicating faults or congestion happened. Event correlation [5] is 
used to compress the number of alarms. Then the typical alarms are sent to Fault 
Diagnostic Toolkit and initiate a fault diagnosis process. In our prototype, alarms are 
classified into Performance Alarm (PA) and Network Element Alarm (NEA). Per-
formance Alarms are relevant to service performance, such as server is not reachable, 
server access is too slow, images of the movie cannot be recognized and etc. Network 
Element Alarms are similar to the alarms of traditional network management system 
indicating a certain network element failure is observed. Since NEAs have a great 
impact on service performance, they will be forwarded to SLS Monitor to determine 
which services are influenced and to take countermeasures, as is called Impact Analy-
sis in [5]. 

3.6   Fault Diagnostic Toolkit 

Fault Diagnostic Toolkit (FDT) starts a fault diagnosis process when alarms are re-
ported. As mentioned in section 2, service unavailability or performance degradation 
has several probable causes, from server side, client side or the network. Therefore, 
the fault diagnosis in FDT consists of the following steps: 

Server Side Analysis: Obtain the status of server or server farm from the Agent on 
the server side. If the server side is in a normal condition, go to client side analysis. 
Otherwise, inform the SP to cope with the service failure. 

Client Side Analysis: Get the service status information from the Agent on the client 
side. If user’s computer turns out to be highly occupied or other errors happen on the 
client side, the user should bear the responsibility. In this case, FDT will inform the 
user about the faults and guide him to retrieve services of good performance. If noth-
ing is abnormal on client side, go to network analysis. 
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Network Analysis: Analysis of this stage means that the root cause may happen in the 
network. FDT retrieves the Global SLS corresponding to the alarm, and delivers it to 
SLS Monitor. Cooperating with SLS Monitors in other domains along the end-to-end 
path, SLS Monitor retrieve monitoring data of each single domain SLS. FDT relies on 
these statistics to determine the approximate root cause position. If an abnormally high 
delay or packet loss rate is observed in the monitoring statistics of a certain single  
domain SLS, say iSLS , the root cause occur in domain i  with a high probability. Thus a 

fault analysis process is initiated in domain i . The network elements along the intra-
domain path of iSLS  in domain i , say 1 2( , , ,..., , )i i i i in ipath srcER R R R desER= , are likely to 

be out of order. Sometimes service failure is not caused by these network elements, but 
by fault propagation from other network portions. Current fault localization techniques 
can be employed to cope with this case. Thanks to SLS Monitor, the causative region is 
narrowed down quickly and the accuracy of fault localization is increased. 

Though in the initial phase FDT retrieves the Global SLS and the status of each 
domain in the e2e path, it consumes a little resource because the action only relates to 
information retrieval, and the fault localization algorithm, the most time-consuming 
part is not performed. Fault localization is started only after the causative domain in 
narrowed down. Moreover, each domain is monitored separately and the fault local-
ization is done in a few domains instead of the whole network, thus MDFM is scal-
able in large network. 

4   Implementation 

A prototype of MDFM is implemented in a National 863 project of China. As a vital 
part, MDFM is responsible for localizing the root cause and taking countermeasures 
rapidly when service failures or performance degradation happens, as a result the 
user-perceived service down-time is reduced and the service quality is guaranteed. 
The tesbed is presented in Fig. 4, consisting of five domains with heterogeneous QoS 
mechanisms and network devices of different vendors. More than 20 routers are de-
ployed in the testbed, and some of them are omitted in Fig. 4 to improve visibility. 
Fault Analyzer is deployed in each domain. 

When Video Conference (Netmeeting) service is ongoing, interface 172.16.12.0 is 
manually disabled and enabled several times to simulate a link malfunction. To pro-
duce a congestion situation and cause performance degradation, we use RouterTest 
instrument manufactured by Agilent and Iperf [16], an open source bandwidth man-
agement tool as traffic generators. Iperf injects packets in router 11.11.11.11 and 
congest link/interface 172.16.12.0. And Routertest generates 256kb UDP packets in 
the rate of 171.24Mb/s, flooding link 172.16.4.0. 

Fig. 5 presents Fault Analyzer’s front-end for network administrators to browse the 
alarms generated by service failures. Detail content of a Performance Alarm is given 
in Fig. 6, including the alarm type (PA/NEA), subtype (bandwidth_rate/ 
drop_rate/link_down/…), status (active/cleared/unknown), level (critical/major/minor 
/warning/ Information) and etc. Bandwidth Usage, CPU usage and packet loss rate of 
interface 172.16.4.0 in congestion situation is presented in Fig. 7.  The administrator 
doesn’t need to handle the alarms manually. Instead, FDT performs fault diagnosis 
automatically. 
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Fig. 4. Testbed 

      

 Fig. 5. Fault Analyzer (Alarms Browser)             Fig. 6. A Performance Alarm Example 

      

    Fig. 7. Interface Usage in Congestion            Fig. 8. Netmeeting SLS Monitoring Result 

Fig. 8 depicts the performance of Netmeeting service in Gold and Bronze aggre-
gate when congestion happens. Fault management is performed for Gold service but 
not for Bronze service. From top to bottom, the five diagrams illustrate delay, jitter, 
packet loss rate, goodput, and network element load. Before the background traffic is 
generated, their performances are almost the same. But after the traffic is injected to 
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the network, performance alarm of Gold service is reported to MDFM. Based on the 
SLS monitoring statistics, Fault Analyzer narrows down the causative regions 
to 100AS and 500AS , and finds out that the root cause is link congestion. Then Fault 
Analyzer takes immediate countermeasures, demanding the network management 
system to redirect the service traffic to non-congested links.  We can see from the 
curves that the performance of Gold Service is much better than that of Bronze Ser-
vice. In addition, the artificial interface malfunction will cause fluctuations in the 
curve of Bronze service (especially in packet loss rate), but the curve of Gold service 
is comparatively smooth.  

Experiments are also conducted for other services such as VoIP and VOD. The re-
sults are omitted here due to space constraint. On the whole, our fault analyzer can 
locate the root cause and take countermeasures quickly, as a result prevents service 
performance degradation when service failure occurs. 

5   Conclusion 

Due to the characteristics of Internet service, service fault management has new re-
quirements. We analyze the challenges and propose a multi-domain service fault 
management framework MDFM in this paper. By SLS decomposition and monitoring 
based on network capability, root cause analysis of the service failure is focused rap-
idly on a certain domain, solving the problem of uncertain fault propagation probabili-
ties among domains. In addition, our framework takes both the end systems and net-
work failures into account. A prototype of MDFM is implemented and proves the 
feasibility and efficiency of our fault management framework. 

Security is a necessity for commercial management system. In our future work, se-
curity mechanisms will be added to MDFM such as encryption, digital signature and 
access control to prevent illegal access of the Fault Analyzer. And Agents’ abilities 
will be extended to find out the end-systems’ failures. 
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